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is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
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Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I read a lot of the reviews before I purchased this
kit and let me be honest, I was a bit apprehensive about purchasing this. I read several of the
reviews where it was stated that modifications were needed to make the radio fit. Several people
wrote that they had to modify or file down the housing to make the head unit fit properly. I have
installed many aftermarket car stereos in my time and let me just say that this kit was the
easiest one to work with yet. To make the head unit fit into the housing, you MUST remove the
trim ring around the face of the radio along with the metal sleeve around the head unit the
sleeve has all of the tabs to bend out to hold in place on other install kits. Once installed, this kit
makes the install look factory. I was very pleased with this purchase and would highly
recommend it. The kit I purchased was for a Pontiac G6 and I installed a single din Pioneer radio
into the vehicle, looked great when done. It's a snap together unit. Little trimming for the 06
Cobalt was required. Everything fit great. Did have to flip it over vs what the instructions
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expected. Iam still getting use of the product. As others have stated this does not fit a standard
aftermarket radio. Had to cut the sides to make it fit which is ridiculous especially for how much
they charge for this thing. Do yourself a favor don't buy it you wi
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